2001 ford expedition intake manifold

Discussion in ' 1st Gen - - ' started by Bruce23 , May 11, Log in or Sign up. Ford Expedition
Forum. This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site, you are agreeing to our use of
cookies. Learn More. Intake manifold leak Discussion in ' 1st Gen - - ' started by Bruce23 , May
11, May 11, at PM 1. May 11, at PM 2. If you're not planning on fixing it the right way then just
leave it alone and live with the noise for now, adding epoxy will make the repair job later a
nightmare. May 11, at PM 3. He said intake, not exhaust. If yours cracked where mine cracked
then getting to the crack with epoxy isn't really easy. It's a fairly simple fix actually. There's
plenty of YouTube videos on it. Great time to change your spark plugs too. Bruce23 likes this.
May 16, at PM 4. Is coolant leaking? If minor, you may try some Bars Stop Leak. Mine cracked
and was gushing coolant, so I replaced the intake with a Dorman replacement. It was an easy
repair in my opinion. May 16, at PM 5. I just finished a replacement and agree that it is not that
complicated. In addition to spark plugs, which is much easier with the intake off, I took the
opportunity to clean the sand and gunk in the valley. The entire repair took some time due to
discovering that the spark plug tubes were full of oil and coolant that had leaked from the intake
Upon a post mortem of the original intake K , I discovered that the plastic had dissolved and
cracked under the aluminum coolant tube. So, my point is; for less than a current car payment, I
have a 5. Now for the suspension!!!! Feb 1, at PM 6. Not to say it's a fix-all for every situation,
but about 10 years ago I was on a trip with my Expedition 4. I took a popsicle stick and mixed it
up on a piece of cardboard, then slathered it over the leak with the popsicle stick and let it cure.
It not only got me home, but 10 years and , more miles later and it hasn't leaked a drop. Adieu
likes this. Feb 1, at PM 7. Posts: 5, Likes Received: 1, Joined: Nov 23, The op didn't state what
his problem was? I'm assuming coolant leak. If its an intake leak, or a coolant leak unless it's in
an accessible area, how's it going to be fixed without yanking the intake. Oh and by the by,
don't put stop leak, these suvs have enough coolant flow issues without clogging the system.
Band aids are for when you cut yourself working on your truck, not the truck itself! Sent from
my N using Tapatalk. Feb 1, at PM 8. Their is a diagnostic procedure online to determine if you
have a module problem, or something else. Just Google how to diagnose my heating problem
Ford expedition, post what you or your tech finds. Feb 3, at AM 9. Sorry last post was for guy
having heating issues, not intake! Don't know how it got here. You must log in or sign up to
reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? This content community relies on user-generated content from our member
contributors. The opinions of our members are not those of site ownership who maintains strict
editorial agnosticism and simply provides a collaborative venue for free expression. It looks like
you're using an Ad Blocker. Please white-list or disable AboveTopSecret. Thank you. Some
features of ATS will be disabled while you continue to use an ad-blocker. Hey all, hopefully
someone can help a brother out here. I'm not very mechanically inclined so here goes There is a
leak in the gasket in the crossover manifold where the heater hose connects to the block. My
question is, can this be replaced without removing the entire manifold? I've looked online
without much luck. So if possible I'd like to do it myself. Another question is, would stopleak
solve the issue? Or would it be a temporary fix. I've only had the vehicle for like three months,
so this is pretty frustrating. Thanks in advance! I know those had issues with cracked manifolds
Ford switched materials on the 02 intake manifolds to help correct the issue. Regardless, I am
almost positive you have to remove the manifold to do the job properly. Definitely do not use
stopleak! They are talking about an F, but it's the same exact engine. Here is a pic. I did a little
research and it appears you definitely have to remove the upper intake manifold because of the
way the crossover pipe is bolted to the bottom of it. This PDF will help Here's a walkthrough I
found on a forum The job doesn't look too bad and there is a lot of information online to help
you along the way. I would imagine it would take you the most part of an entire day. If it is in an
area of multi ports, it is only sensible to replace all gaskets anyway. I would advise a mechanic
to do the job, it should not be a big deal overall, unless the manifold itself is damaged. Alright,
thank you guys. As I said, i'm no mechanical genius so I might as well just take it in. Anyways,
thanks for the info. I love this site. It can be bought at a drug store and I have used it before with
good results on a cracked head on a diesel engine.. Like this? Make sure the engine is running
hot when you pour it into the rad. Just to add that follow the instructions in the link. A coolant
line passes under the lower plenum. Upper and lower manifolds have to be removed for the line
to be replaced. Good thing is, while you have it off, replace the lower plenum gasket and the
plastic single use bolts. A bad gasket may throw a couple engine o74 codes for a lean
condition. All 3 are common problems. Pain in the butt to replace, but the parts are cheap and
available at your parts house. Solid motor. Done these myself. The only other issue the 5.
Literally taking the threads with it. Then you have to helicoil, or replace the head. I do not
recommend a coolant additive. It is a temporary band aid that sometimes can make things

worse. To add, be delicate with the spark coils and plug boots. They get brittle with age. The
coils can be found on amazon real cheap from china, just as good as oem. And 1 10th the price
edit on by smirkley because: no reason given. If you are sure that leak is just at the gasket, then
by all means replace the gasket. But chances are the manifold is cracked. Ford updated the
manifold design due to the possibility of cracking. ETA: As far as stop leak additives I will never
recommend them unless you're planning on selling the car immediately. The issues that they
can cause in the radiator and in the coolant jets, heater core, and elsewhere just isn't worth the
trouble. The product itself fits well and seems to perform well also. I have only put a few miles
on the car so can't evaluate it's longevity yet. My only complaint is when I took it out of the box
it looked quite different than original. There is a pipe coming out of the original air intake hole
and there isn't on the dorman part but there is a hole in the actual manifold itself in the dorman.
There needs to be instruction with it that explain there is an elbow in the parts bag that needs to
be inserted in the manifold or it needs to be assembled at the factory. I actually went to a parts
store and tried to buy the right part and send the partsgeek one back since my car was torn
apart. They had the same one at there store and it also had the hole in it too we were at a loss
until we saw the elbow in the parts bag. If you buy this part don't repeat my mistake you don't
need the stress doing the job takes enough out of you as it is. I was shocked how fast this
product was shipped to me only took one day. The price was much less than other places. The
part fit perfectly and have had no problems. I will use this site for all future part purchases.
Customer service was very friendly and helpful. Product came with in the week. All parts were
there. All instructionshe were easy to follow. My expedition is up and running. Great product.
Ordered on Monday, came on Wednesday, exact fit, works great. Comes with gaskets and
thermostat. I was very happy with the quick response and delivery. I ordered one day and
received my product the next day. Plus it has everything I need the gaskets and all was with it.
Made getting my car fixed and back on the road sooner. I will start ordering all my part from
you. Thank you. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Air Cleaner Assembly. Air
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Fincher. April 14th, Posted by Good upper intake manifold. Catalog: E. Catalog: K. Catalog: A.
Vehicle Engine Ford Expedition. Catalog: B. Catalog: S. Catalog: Q. Skip to main content of
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Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item
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shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE
Shipping. Sold by Auto Inc and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Sold by U. Based seller and
ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Ford Manifold ASY -. Next page. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? Compare with similar items. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? Other Content [PDF ]. Warranty [PDF ]. From the manufacturer. Customers who bought
this item also bought. Motorcraft FL Oil Filter. See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. My Truck: F 5. The 1st intake manifold that Dorman
sent me looked like it had been shipped to someone else 1st. I didnt realize that until after I
accepted the package from my mail carrier. I called amazon service dept. I did have to wait
another days to get it tho. While I had the top half torn down I replaced all the spark
plugs,boots,springs, dielectric grease all electrical connections etc. Its MY truck so im doing it
right the 1st time. The 1st intake manifold was missing the blue water jacket gasket, but all the
rest of the screws thermostat etc. So that was very cool. I did NOT like that Dorman used self
tapping screws for the mounting brackets and coil paks. The plenum IS smaller so be aware that
you will lose power but your fuel economy will increase 4. So far I have NO issues with coolant

leaks or any codes popping up This job will take a novice a weekend to do as there are many
'steps" to swapping out this part. Once I had ALL my parts it took me about 5 hours to install
everything start the motor. The manifold has been on my truck for 6 weeks now and still going. I
hope this review is helpful and i tried to be as detailed as I could. Give me a thumbs up as it will
help others who have to do this swap. I installed this manifold on my F 5. I wanted to get at least
miles on the truck before doing a review Still running good with no complaints Just make sure
to clean up your gasket surface and torque to specs in the pattern given The traditional gaskets
used at the factory are not needed for this installation There will be lots of dirt and debris
around the intake openings when you lift the old manifold off Be careful not to let debris fall into
the intake chambers Put clean rags into the openings to keep dirt out Keep a vaccum
attachment handy to suck up dirt and debris If you are also doing plugs blow out the plug
cavities before pulling the plugs because dirt and oil will fall into the combustion chamber I also
replaced the individual spark plug coils since I have about , miles on them While apart, clean
your throttle body with throttle body cleaner Here are some photos from the job I also show
close up manifold damage that caused the coolant leak in the first place They always fail in this
spot I learned how to do this job from Youtube This job is for an "experienced" guy or girl who
has wrenched on their car on a normal basis Took me a few days going at a careful pace doing
the job right the first time Here is a title from Youtube that will show you step by step how to do
the job Watch this video several times writing down the steps so you can refer to them as you
go This mechanic also has a video about Spark plug "Spitting" issues in some of these older
Ford models Here is the title to search I don't even think a master Tech could do it in 3 hours if
they are doing it right As I stated above, If you are a weekend mechanic, it will take you the
better part of 2 days to do it right By Joe W. Images in this review. My 25 year Ford Mach tryed
to talk me out of buying this intake for a truck that I am going to keep. It was so cheaply made
the only way to mount your coil packs and fuel rails attached with sheet metal screws into
plastic holes this means when you adjustments you pull those screws throw them in the trash
and go to your local hardware store and buy the a assortment of sheet metal screws because
your going to need them. The crossover had bolts missing it has a major vacuum leaks
everywere under the throttle body replacing it with a OME intake all problems solved. I installed
this on a Expedition EB 5. Original intake was leaking water all over the passenger side of the
intake and flooding the spark plug wells causing a misfire. Started the repair at am and by am I
was on the road. I am not a mechanic but I know my way around cars and tool boxes. I've built
plenty of hot rods. Watch the linked video before you start. Maybe twice. It's a great how to tear
down video of the 5. Most informative I found. Then it will make the process less painful. I
recommend purchasing new o rings for the fuel injectors. If you forget to order them, most if not
all local parts stores will have them in stock. One "special tool" needed is a torque wrench that
does 18in lbs and 18ft lbs I used a torque wrench that went from 20in lbs - in lbs. On a side note
in lbs is 18ft lbs. So I used the one torque wrench for it all. Good luck! Watch this video for any
help. FYI I am not the owner of the video. But it helped me. If it helps you thing up it so the
owner will continue the helpful videos. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. It fit
my 08 E 5. You should order the injector o-rings which are not included. The brass nut inserts of
the OEM part are replaced with self tapping screws directly into the plastic so be careful not to
over tighten. Time will tell if they hold up when removing the coils to change plugs in the future.
Report abuse. Truck blew up after installation Good luck. Make sure to check the bolts on the
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ur rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for your damaged or
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Replacement Intake Manifold Upper. Feb 13, Intake manifold. Good product and fast delivery,
complete and ready to install it. Raul Pelayo. Purchased on Feb 02, Sep 30, Great fit, would buy
again. Fit great on my ford. Fires in Cali delayed shipping but that's life. The part itself was
great. Patrick Wulff. Purchased on Sep 05, Sep 29, Great quality. Everything I needed. Very
satisfied. Kristen Mayo. Purchased on Sep 14, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. The
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